Abstract-Energy conservation is one of the main concerns in wireless sensor networks. One of the mechanisms to better manage energy in wireless sensor networks is adaptive sampling, by which instead of using a fixed frequency interval for sensing and data transmission, the wireless sensor network employs a dynamic scheme based on how frequent pattern of sensed data changes. Selecting an appropriate sampling rate for wireless sensor networks to ensure both long network life-time and high data quality is challenging. Lack of cooperation between sensor nodes to enable them to adapt their sampling rates while having an eye on the overall energy use is one of the main drawbacks of the current data gathering techniques in wireless sensor networks. Through cooperation, sensor nodes can obtain enough knowledge about resources available in the network and environmental conditions they observe. This information can help them to better and more intelligently select their own sampling rates. In this paper, we propose a cooperative adaptive sampling mechanism based on the award and punishment concept to motivate sensor nodes to cooperate with each other. We define a utility function for every sensor node, which aims at finding a good balance between its data prediction error and remaining energy. When some sensor nodes in a neighbourhood experience frequent environmental changes, other nodes lower down their sampling rates to enable them to increase their sampling rate to keep the overall network data quality high and energy consumption low.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are composed of many low-power nodes that are distributed in an environment for monitoring and control purposes. Example applications of WSNs include habitat monitoring, structure monitoring, health monitoring and feedback, as well as industrial safety, to name but a few. Energy consumption is one of the most important challenges in these networks [1] . To this end, many efforts have been directed towards optimization of energy consumption and increase of network life-time. One of the mechanisms to better manage energy consumption in WSNs is concerned with the data collection.
Observation of environmental phenomena is done through sampling techniques with specific spatial and temporal resolutions. Choice of sampling frequency, i.e., the rate at which data is collected, depends on application, its requirements, and goals. Since high frequency sampling has high impact on network life-time, various energy efficient sensing and transmission techniques have been previously proposed. One of these techniques is related to adaptive sampling, by which instead of using a fixed frequency interval for sensing and transmission, wireless sensor network employs a dynamic scheme based on dynamicity of data and network resources. The main concept behind adaptive sampling is that when data characteristics remain constant for a long time, sensor nodes will decrease their sampling frequency and in turn their transmission rate. Due to the fact that data characteristics remain unchanged in this period, decreasing sensing and transmission rates will not lead to decrease of data quality. Once collected data presents frequent changes, sensor nodes will increase their sampling frequency to keep quality of collected data in an acceptable level.
While high density can offer the advantage of providing redundant data and can therefore ensure the data quality in case of hardware or link failure, it can also lead to extreme communication overhead and high resource consumption in terms of extensive use of bandwidth, memory, and energy. Finding a balance between network resource consumption and data quality is important for adaptive sampling.
Adaptive sampling techniques can be categorized in different ways, for example based on activity and energy parameters [2] . Most of adaptive sampling models try to adapt the sampling frequency to the environmental changes by predicting future samples using centralized or decentralized models, which may benefit from spatial, temporal, and spatiotemporal correlation between sensor data. The decision on which sampling frequency to employ can be made centrally in a gateway or locally by each individual node. Regardless of where sampling frequency is set and which model is used for data predication, current adaptive sampling techniques do not make the right balance between network life-time and data quality, as these two requirements are tackled independently.
In this paper, we propose a reward and punishment based cooperative adaptive sampling to satisfy both network lifetime and data quality requirements. We assume clustered sensor nodes, in which sensor nodes have a direct access to the cluster head. In other words, we assume a star topology. The idea behind our adaptive sampling technique is that when a node detects frequent environmental changes, it increases its sampling rate while other nodes decrease their sampling rates to keep the overall network data quality high and energy consumption low. We define a network utility function as sum of utility functions of all sensor nodes. Using this utility function, our ultimate goal is to minimize network-wide data prediction error and energy consumption ratio. For motivating sensor nodes to cooperate with each other we will use award and punishment concept.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of related work, while Section III presents our cooperative adaptive sampling method. Simulation setup and results will be presented in Section IV. Conclusions and future work will end the paper in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK Many of current adaptive sampling techniques rely on modelling and prediction of data to reduce number of actual measurements. There are a number of issues related to modelling, for instance whether it is centralized (performed in a sink node or cluster head) or decentralized (performed locally in each node), or whether spatial and temporal correlations are used. Temporal correlation is related to the fact that data collected by a single node may present similarities at different time instances, while spatial correlation is related to the fact that data collected at different nodes may present similarities at a single time instance. Previous work such as the ones reported in [4] is example of centralized adaptive sampling based on temporal correlation. Another important issue in here is the model itself, which can be for example based on probability [6, 7] or Gaussiona [8] distributions.
A MAC protocol based on traffic adaptive periodic data collection is presented in [9] , in which each node has a scheduling scheme based on its sampling rate. For supporting this scheme, a route partitioning mechanism is used, for which sensor nodes send route discovery packets to the sink node. Each node that is in the route to the sink puts its sampling frequency and address in this packet. After receiving all route discovery packets, the sink node partitions network routes based on nodes sampling frequencies. In case of having overlapping sampling frequencies, nodes adjust their frequencies to the longest duty cycle. Willet et al. consider spatial correlation-based adaptive sampling and propose a two steps algorithm [10] . In the first step, called the preview step, only a subset of nodes is turned on and sends data to the sink. In the second step, called refinement, the sink may activate additional sensors in those locations where the spatial correlation is low. This is accomplished using a "backcast" procedure, in which the sink sends an activation message to those cluster-heads residing in the smallest square areas generated in the preview step. For reliable data gathering in mobile sensor networks, Dang et al. [11] models the observation area as a set of grid points. At every round, the sensor node having the least data uncertainty covariance matrix is the node to sample. This mechanism is not scalable, as when a new node is added to the network, computation time of finding next sampling node will increase exponentially.
In [20] , each sensor is considered as an autonomous agent and decides on how and when it should sample data based on its individual task and local knowledge. The idea is each node should vary its sampling rate to maximize the value of information it produces.
There are also some adaptive sampling techniques based on spatio-temporal correlation [13] . The adaptive sampling approach of Gedik et al. [14] elects cluster heads and assigns nodes to the clusters based on sensor readings similarity and the hop counts. Cluster construction algorithm is executed periodically based on energy level and change of data behaviour in individual nodes. Osborne et al. [15] use multi output Gaussian model to determine when and which node must sense and send its readings. While the aforementioned techniques are all centralized, in what comes hereafter we consider decentralized adaptive sampling methods.
Padhy et al. consider temporal correlation while defining a utility-based sensing and communication protocol [16] . They model temporal correlations as a piecewise linear function and use a predefined confidence threshold to find an appropriate sampling frequency. Each node uses a linear regression model for its prediction. Use of time series forecasting methods to predict sampling and transmission rate is reported in [18] . Using cross layer information, this method adapts to the topology changes. Makarenko et al. propose a negotiationbased Bayesian method, in which each node uses a local Bayesian non-linear filter and selects a new sampling frequency based on its collected data and filter output [19] .
An adaptive, lazy, energy-efficient protocol (ALEP) is also proposed in [5] , which adjusts the sampling frequency based on availability of resources and change frequency of data consistency model.
III. REWARD AND PUNISHMENT BASED COOPERATIVE
ADAPTIVE SAMPLING Looking at the previous works, we can conclude that none of them uses cooperation among the nodes to compute a suitable sampling frequency for the entire network. Instead, each node only decides on its own its sampling frequency based on its limited observation. This although may lead to local energy conservation at the node level, it can result in a global data quality loss. Our proposed cooperative adaptive sampling method considers cooperation between nodes to find a balance between global energy conservation and global data quality. To do so, we aim to find the best sampling frequency for each node based on the frequency at which data behavioural pattern changes as well as the network energy level. In other side, each sensor node can decide to cooperate with network or act selfish. We consider award and punishment concept to motivate sensor nodes to cooperatively find a good sampling rate satisfying long network life-time and high data quality requirements. At first, we explain our assumptions.
First of all, we consider three states for the data behavioural pattern: Stable-state denoted as A, Transition-state, denoted as B, and Unstable-state, denoted as C. To be able to determine state of data behavioural pattern indicating the environment states, we define two thresholds θ 1 and θ 2 , against which we compare node's current observation and node's prediction.
In the A state (stable state), data behavioural pattern rarely changes so sensor nodes can sample with a low frequency while data prediction error remains low (smaller than θ 1 ). In the B state (transition state), data behavioural pattern starts to present some abnormal behaviour and more frequent changes occur (data prediction error is between θ 1 and θ 2 ). In the C state, many changes occur in the data behavioural pattern, which may indicate that an event may occur (data prediction error is more than θ 2 ). In this case, sensor nodes must use higher sampling frequency. Our design principle is to help nodes in the C state to increase their sampling frequency while nodes in the A or B states decrease their sampling frequency and by doing so they will keep the network-wide energy consumption low and data quality high.
To keep an eye on how much error is generated at the cluster head when sampling frequency is reduced, we assume that nodes use a linear regression model for predicting future observations. The same model is also used at the cluster head.
Sensor nodes must know whether they need to send their readings to the cluster head when they change their sampling frequency. Therefore, we define the following rules:
If the new sampling frequency changes sensor node's state from A to B or if it does not cause any state change, sensor node does not need to send its readings to the cluster head.
If the new sampling frequency changes sensor node's state from B to A, sensor node needs to send its new readings to the cluster head and to update its prediction model.
If sensor node enters the C state, it must send its new readings to the cluster head. Our algorithm has four main phases, i.e., initialization, finding a new sampling frequency for the whole network, predicting own sampling frequency, deciding whether to change the sampling frequency at the node level.
A. Initialization
At this phase, we define a set of possible sampling rates as: ‫ݐܴ݁ܵܵ‬ = {ܴܵ , ܴܵ ଵ , … , ܴܵ ௫ } (1) To have an insight about actual data behavioural change, at the initialization phase, we allow every node to sample based on its maximum sampling frequency for one full day. We take this dataset as the ground truth. At the end of the first day and using the regression model, every node predicts its observations for all possible frequencies in the SRSet. Based on these predications, each node is able to calculate a data prediction error, which is calculated as:
In addition to this error measurement, we use number of data changes during each time period as an indication of degree of data dynamicity (data change). We utilize the following equation to calculate degree of dynamicity (DYN) for each time period and each sampling frequency.
Based on these calculations, we create a table called environmental changing table (ECT), as shown in Table I . Each entity (i,j) in this table consists of two parameter, i.e., Err and DYN, where Err is the difference between node's observation at the maximum sampling frequency and the designated sampling frequency at every time period and DYN is the degree of dynamicity for the designated sampling rate at every time period. To be able to relate data behavioural pattern with error and identify which state nodes are in, we need to create a new table called SRDY with degree of dynamicity (DYN) as its columns and possible sampling rates of SRSet as its rows, as shown in Table II . Every cell in this table represents the error measurement corresponding to a certain degree of dynamicity and sampling rate.
One should note that it is possible to have similar degrees of dynamicity and different error for different time periods and one sampling frequency. For instance, at time periods 1 and 3, we can have similar dynamic degree Dyn 11 =Dyn 13 and different errors Err 11 and Err 13 . In this case, we use mean value of the errors as the average error corresponding to that specific degree of dynamicity.
These calculations and tables creations are performed once and offline and therefore has no burden on the resources of the wireless sensor network. Once SRDY tables are created, each node sends its SRDY table to other nodes.
During the initialization phase, cluster head will assign to each node a maximum energy that is allowed to be used at each time period. We call this (TEg). If the maximum amount of energy for a specific time period is not used, it can be transferred to the next time period. The cluster head also assigns one of the sensor nodes as the decision making node. The decision node (DNode) is responsible to calculate and suggest new sampling frequency for each node based on the procedure described in Section B. Selection of the decision making node is always based on nodes energy level. For calculating remaining energy at each time period, we will use this formula [17] :
, where E Last is the last residual energy which is calculated in the last time period; E Sens is the amount of energy required for sensing one bit; E Trans is the amount of energy required for transmitting one bit; E Process is the amount of energy required for processing; a and b are the number of sensed and transferred data in bit.
To motivate sensor nodes cooperation in defining their sampling frequency, we define two parameters, i.e., cooperation parameter (CP) and prediction parameter (PP).
The former represents node's cooperation level, while the latter indicates node's data prediction accuracy. If a sensor node cooperates with other nodes and accepts suggested sampling frequency of the decision node, its CP parameter will be increased at the beginning of each time period. Similarly, if degree of dynamicity of the new prediction of a sensor node is in line with its current degree of dynamicity, its PP parameter will be increase. We use CP and PP parameters to reward or punish the sensor node.
We compare cooperation and prediction parameters against two thresholds, i.e., TH CP and TH PP :
If (CP>TH CP and PP>TH PP ): the sensor node has cooperated with the decision node and its degree of dynamicity prediction has been correct. Therefore, we consider this node as a trusted node. If (CP>TH CP and PP<TH PP ): the sensor node has cooperated with network but most of the times its degree of dynamicity predictions has been wrong. Therefore, we consider this node as a normal node. If (CP<TH CP ): the senor node has not been cooperative and we consider this node selfish.
B. Finding a New Suitable Sampling Frequency by the Decision Node
The decision node (DNode) will receive current sampling frequency, prediction error, residual energy, cooperation and predication parameters of each node and will use the Multiple Choice Knapsack Problem (MCKP) optimization technique [3] to find a new suitable sampling frequency for each node.
There are some conditions that the optimization technique must consider while finding the best sampling frequency for each node:
The amount of prediction error must be kept lower than the predefined threshold θ 2 . This means that sampling frequencies causing errors more than θ 2 will be ignored. 
) In fact, the optimization algorithm minimizes the ratio between data prediction error and energy consuming for each time period, i.e.,
‫݊݅ܯ‬ ‫ݎݎܧ‬ ‫݃ܧ݀ݏܴ‬
The decision node runs the optimization algorithm with the last sampling frequency and prediction error of each node as its input and finds degree of dynamicity for each node. It then finds the best sampling frequency for different nodes by using SRDY table and degree of dynamicity of nodes as well as energy calculation After calculating the available energy for each node in the next time period, the decision node finally assigns the next decision node based on maximum available energy and prediction and cooperation parameters.
C. Predicting Own Sampling Frequency
After receiving new sampling frequency, prediction error, and residual energy from the decision node, each sensor node will decide whether to use decision node's suggested sampling frequency or its predicted sampling frequency.
To predict its own sampling frequency, the sensor node stores 3 recent readings and degree of dynamicity parameters. Then it uses regression model and SRDY table to predict new DYN for the current time period and its current sampling frequency. After predicting its new sampling frequency, it can decide whether to cooperate with the network and use decision node's suggested sampling frequency or act selfish and uses its own prediction. If it uses decision node's suggestion, we award it by increasing its CP parameters. Otherwise, its CP parameter will be decreased. Also, at first of each time period, sensor node predicts DYN for current time period and stores it. At the end of time period, it compares this prediction with current DYN. If its prediction was true, its PP will be increased, otherwise it will be decreased.
D. Deciding on Whether to Change the Sampling Frequency
Decision on whether to use the decision node's suggested sampling frequency will be made based on the following rules:
Trusted nodes will use their own predicated sampling frequency. Normal nodes will be given the opportunity to choose between their prediction and decision node's suggestion. If they cooperate and select decision node's suggested sampling frequency, their CP parameter will be increased and the other way around. Selfish nodes will not be allowed to act as decision node for a certain time periods. This is Ppart of the punishment procedure. Also during this time periods, selfish nodes have to use decision node's suggested sampling frequency and cannot update their CP parameter. This means that during the punishment period, selfish nodes have to cooperate with the network but will not receive any award for their cooperation. During each time period if prediction error increases and puts the sensor node in the C state, we apply the following rules:
Trusted nodes will continue predicting their new sampling rates and use them. They will increase their PP parameter if their prediction is in line with the current degree of dynamicity. Otherwise they will decrease it. Non-trusted nodes will use the maximum available sampling frequency of the SRSet matching their current residual energy level. At the end of each time period, each sensor node applies the following rules:
If the previous and current degrees of dynamicity are in line then sensor node will increase its PP parameters. Otherwise, it will decrease it. If CP>TH CP and PP>TH PP then sensor node is identified as a trusted node and will use the regression model and previous reading to predict its sampling frequency It will use equation (4) to update its residual energy.
It will send its current sampling frequency, prediction error, residual energy, and predicted sampling frequency to the decision node. Psuedocode of our technique can be found below.
Initialization

1.
Define Sampling rate set ‫ݐܴ݁ܵܵ‬ = {ܴܵ , ܴܵ ଵ , … , ܴܵ ௫ } 2.
For one day, Do sample with SR max and complete data set for different time periods 3.
Predict observation for different sampling rates 4.
For each SR i in Each TP j , Find these difference: [20] . We consider a network consisting of 20 nodes, which present no spatial correlation. The network topology is star and sensor nodes monitor the temperature. We use the dataset of [12] as the ground truth, i.e., data obtained from the highest sampling rate. We assume θ 1 =3 and θ 2 will change from 4 to 9. We repeat the simulation 20 times and show the mean results in the following figures. We also assume that the acceptable error that the network can tolerate is 25%. Table III represents our simulation parameters. Figure 1 and 2 show the effect of threshold θ 2 on the prediction error and energy consumption. As it can be seen, compared with work of [20] , our technique saves more energy while it has a similar prediction error. Smaller values of θ 2 lead to more data transmission and consequently more energy consumption. When this threshold increases, sensor nodes can tolerate more changes and do not need to frequently send data. However, due to lack of this threshold and not tolerating prediction errors, the decentralized method [20] consumes more energy. Figure 3 shows the effect of different states on number of samples. As it can be seen, in our cooperative technique number of samples increases as node detects data behavioural change in the B state. Due to lack of states in the decentralized approach, number of samples does not change in A or B states. This also explains why the decentralized approach consumes more energy than our technique. Figure 4 shows the effect of different states on predication error. As it can be seen, in our cooperative technique prediction error increases as node detects data behavioural change in the B state. Therefore, our technique generates more prediction error than the decentralized approach [20] only in the B state. However, the generated error of our approach remains within the tolerable error of 25%. In the A and C states, both techniques generate similar prediction errors. Figure 5 compares the real data with predicted data. It shows that for our method, the prediction error increases as node detects data behavioural change in the B state.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we propose an aware and punishment based cooperative adaptive sampling technique to satisfy both network life-time and data quality requirements. Instead of changing the sampling frequency only based on energy level and data quality of a single node, we propose to change nodes sampling frequency based on network-wide energy level and global data behavioral pattern change. Our technique outperforms a previous decentralized approach in terms of energy consumption while maintaining similar prediction error.
